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Last Time Algorithmic Mechanism design
Sealed Bid Auction

Today Algorithms for Mechanism design w o

money

HAP HouseAllocatienproble.me Shapley Scarf 1976

n agents each owns a house

every agent has a total strict ordering

of the n houses

q how to reallocate houses so

agents are better off

Top Trading Cycle Algorithm TCA
1 Construct a graph G sit each agent
is a vertex



2 while no agent remains
a each remaining agent points at the

owner of their favorite house

6 find all directed cycles in 6

c reallocate horses as suggested

by the directed cycles each
agent gives their house to the

agent pointing of it

d delete the agents whose horses
were relocated on fed

Claim TTAC terminates in 01m tire
Proof There will be at least are

directed cycle at each round removing

at least one agent Orn iterations

orno tone per iteration to find cycles

i TTCA is OSIC

By induction Say Nj denote the
agents whose house is relocated

on iteration j



ie Ny everyone gets their first choice
ie Nz everyone gets their first choice

in N INI Since no agent
at N points at i i cannot

get a hose from Ne by
misreporting

IE Nj No aged in N U VNj
even points at i best i
can do is to set its

favorite remaining house
A mechanism that does netting is also Osic
Definite An allocation is a erection
if no subset of agents can make

all of its meters strictly better
off via internal reallocations

CE TTCA produces a Ge allocation

for the HAP

Proof Given any SSN say
e min i Nins 03 Take ieSnNe



since no agent in 5 belongs to Ne Ne

no allocation from S can make i strictly
better off

Mechanism design no money
to kidneyexchange

TTIC where orders are done

according to compatibility probability

Challenge 1

Altruistic donors and donates patients

Change TTCA to include

appropriate chains

Challenge 2

toy cycles make simultaneous

surgeries difficult to incentive probters

if not sin



I

Chalese 3
Binary here appropide

Moving to matching funighted

P undirected

edge ift
mutually
compatible

G V E whee V i fer ead
PiVi

i j EE iff
Restrict to two

W

pair exchanges

Each ie V has a true set Ei and
ca misreport any FisEi e g by

rejecting
Goal Maxial ratching while retching

preserving OSIC



1 Collect Fi
2 Fern edge set E ij ifijlef.at
3 Return a net cardinality matching

of G V E how

Say priority over patients
4051C

depends

on this1 2 in
e greedy

The intent 13 as b

Bad Let Mo denote the set of
maxims ratchings

136 for 1 1 2 A

Zis Mi that match i

Mi Zi it Zi
My otw

130 Return a matching from Mn

Always matches the see set of
vertices



The Eid at edge sets and every

ordering of vertices the also above

is Osie

What about incentives at the hopf lever

Good at hospital Maxine its of
matched

parties

underrepati

hus

He has
incentive
to hide
263

uleces
It he incet
tohide 506

6



Active research topic matching patients
in a

my that
approximately

Maximes the patios for students

Steratching what if both sides have
prefaces

Then and worent
Two sets U and V

hospitals and

resident's

VI EU total ordering of V
and vice versa

is a bipartite

ftp.i.ie
if UEU vev are not matched at

least are prefer their match to

the other

care allocation



Gupte 1962

while unattached man UEU
u propose to his favorite woman
who has not rejected him yet

each women VEV only entertains
her best offer thus far

The GS terminates after iterations

w a stable retchy

Corday acidections stable retely



Lofton 1 Ead in at host rates
n proposals

2 If a man is ended all
wore rejected her all men

retched all ren matched

perfect matches

3 Stable given any V.V not

matched two cases either
u never proposed or he did

1 u never proposed u has a match

he prefers to v
2 u proposed v eventually rejected

left u for somein either case either
u she prefersU or U has a match

they are happier with D




